MATERIALS AND FINISHES

BODY, JAM NUT, FLAT WASHER: BRASS PLATED: GOLD
CENTER CONTACT: BeCu PLATED: GOLD
INSULATOR: TEFLO
LOCK WASHER: PHOSPHOR BRONZE PLATED: GOLD

RECOMMENDED PANEL CUTOUT

HEX REF 7.87 REF 1.93
10.26 .404 REF .018 REF .017 REF .018 REF .017 REF

RECOMMENDED PAD LAYOUT

BASE WIDTH: 6.35(250) NOM.
BOARD THICKNESS: 1.57(0.62) NOM.
BOARD MATERIAL: FR4 W/10 OZ COPPER BOTH SIDES

SMA JACK INTERFACE

LOCK WASHER FOR 73251-2121 & -2122
FLAT WASHER FOR 73251-2122 ONLY

73251-2123 ONE PIECE -2120 WITHOUT HARDWARE PER BAG
73251-2122 -2120 W/JAM NUT & FLAT WASHER / TRAY PACKING
73251-2121 -2120 W/JAM NUT & LOCK WASHER / TRAY PACKING
73251-2120 -2120 WITHOUT HARDWARE / TRAY PACKING

PS-89675-3460 PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
MIL-STD-348A, FIG. 310.2 INTERFACE SPECIFICATION
MATERIALS AND FINISHES

BODY: BRASS
PLATED: NICKEL

CENTER CONTACT: BERYLLIUM COPPER
PLATED: GOLD

INSULATOR: PTFE

PART # 73251-9340

PS-89675-3460 PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
MIL-STD-348A, REF. 3102 INTERFACE
SPECIFICATION DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDED PANEL CUTOUT

1/4-36 UNS-2A

RECOMMENDED PAD LAYOUT:
BASE WIDTH: 6.35(250) NOM.
BOARD THICKNESS: 157.062) NOM.
BOARD MATERIAL: FR4 W/1.0 OZ COPPER
BOTH SIDES

SMA JACK 8K RM
EDGE LAUNCH .062" PCB
SMA-J/8K/PCB, EWR-5375

molex

SEE TABLE
SD-73251-934
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